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About This Game

“Listen carefully to my directions. Look to your right. There are two agents behind that door and they will reach you in 5
seconds. They just heard you. RUN!”

Black Hat Cooperative is an award-winning stealth game that pits you and an ally against robot agents that seek to remove you
from the system. Explore complex levels filled with hidden dangers and work together to survive.

Couch Co-op + Local Multiplayer

Play with your friends on one computer. Choose Hammer and sneak past agents, collecting treasure, keys, and passwords along
the way. Or choose Spice to get the bird’s eye view and guide your partner to treasure and safety. Information in the world and

on the map must be pieced together to beat the levels. At this point there’s no support for online play.

Hacking Superpowers

Spice can use a hacking terminal to unlock special doors and freeze or blind enemies. But these superpowers require teamwork.
Hammer must collect in-world “bits” and scan enemies to enable hacking.

12 Challenging Levels

Each level is crawling with robot agents including the grunt, captain, king, or the hunter, who can sniff out your trail and chase
you down. Environment challenges like laser traps and sound-detecting alarms keep you on your toes.
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Technology

Black Hat Cooperative can be played with the Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, or with dual monitors. Hammer is in VR and plays with a
gamepad or Vive controllers, while the other player uses the computer's display, mouse, and keyboard.

Awards

Mass Digi 2015: People’s Choice
Boston FIG 2014: Best Technical Quality and Best Multiplayer Awards

Exhibitor at PAX East, GDC, Engadget Live

Background

Black Hat Cooperative started as a weekend game jam project during the 2014 Global Game Jam. Since then, we successfully
funded a Kickstarter campaign and created a company, Team Future, to publish the game. Many thanks to our Kickstarter
supporters, thousands of people came to our demos, and our friends who gave their time and encouragement. We hope you

enjoy the game!
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Title: Black Hat Cooperative
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Team Future LLC
Publisher:
Team Future LLC
Release Date: 29 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5-4590

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: We recommend using your speakers, not headphones, for the best shared audio experience

English
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Great game. No more words needed. Recommend.. Great game really did love playing it.. its kk but no russiano tankii? Pls

also i blazed the gun xDDDDDDDDDDDDD. thank god for the 1% discount, i can now afford to feed my 18 children and play
this game

EDIT: it appears the 1% discount is now over... my heart goes out to those who now must choose between feeding their family
or playing this game :(. Well... Rebirth OST is not bad. I like disturbing (a bit tragical) melodies and JK Flesh (lol, sounds the
same) beats. But original OST by Danny B. was much more awesome and creates perfect atmosphere for the game like that.. A
good flying arcade game with storyline but dead multiplayer. It may take a while to adjust with the mouse movement if you
played other fly simulation games, overall it's not bad.. Not usually into text-based games, but I found this very enjoyable..
?????? cool af!! zebruh, groossss dude bruh. when is this friendsim gonna turn into a ..... more than a friendsim??? (asking for a
friend). Plays well even on an older machine, cloud save is good, letting me to switch between phone and computer.

Hasn't crashed :) nice an stable so far for a launch day release.

Selection of ships is a little fiddly, but not unworkable. Hopefully the developer will tweak it so it's more user friendly, their
previous game's selection worked well, so hopefully this one will be improved.. This game is very simple, very enjoyable and
very nostalgiac.

It takes the art style of Megaman and puts it into the gameplay of Doom and contains minigames that are essentially mini
Starfox levels.
Matching the general theme the art and spritework is very simple and appealing to the eyes and helps you identify secrets and
what you need to use to progress. The sense of progression is always there as you unlock new weapons fairly regularly. The map
assures that you'll never get lost in the grid-style gameworld and its fast-paced combat makes sure youre clearing a typical room
in under 30 seconds.

For 9 bucks i can recommend it. It's in early access so not finished yet but i feel like i got a fair amount of enjoyment out of it.
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I very much enjoyed this game.
It reminds me deeply of classic RPG's from the 90s.

Whilst it is only about 3 hours long, it was engaging the whole way through. Combat was tactical and satisfying, with the ability
to decide just how you want to approach it. What I especially enjoyed is that whilst for one area you may find a dominant
strategy of attacks and skills, it wont remain an unbeatable combo forever. This means there is a good reward for discovering
good strategies, but it doesnt lead to an easy and therefore boring game. The final area and boss don't mess around, and I won
only by the skin of my teeth with smart play, which felt great!

Also given that there is multiple weapon types there is probably at least 3 if not more different playthroughs you could do
emphasing different gear and weaponsets.

. Meeehhh....

The writing and music are amazing, the graphics are decent,
but the gameplay is very, very bland.

Even for a VN, the gameplay is lackluster. You don't choose anything! All the player does is freshen up what's happening with
unnecessary pop quizzes. But maybe I'm just a VN noob.. Too hard as an achievement spammer
Too boring as a normal game. quot;For those who long for a simple togetherness with family and also those who are grateful for
the togetherness they have.". SUSAN reigns supreme.. i hate this game i want my money back NOW. RETURN TO CASTLE
WOLFENSTEIN might be old (released in 1999), and it might not look as purdy as THE NEW COLLOSSUS, but it sure plays
better than any other WOLFENSTEIN game and has a superb atmosphere with the most diverse areas. The id Tech 3 engine
still looks good and they really did a lot with it.
No hand-holding, no quest markers, just good old school FPS fun. Definitely one of the best shooters out there.. It's
(suspiciously human-sounding) cats and puzzles, what else do you need?
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